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Self harm, or the extreme of it i.e. suicide has always remained among
the top priority of mental healthcare services obviously because of its
irreversible nature. This extreme mental health emergency certainly gets
challenged during other health emergencies like the current ongoing Speaker Publications:
COVID 19 pandemic. Other than the vulnerable group who are already
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the very first time in their life turns prone to various psychological
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out of different yet significant (probable) reasons. Needless to say, when
health care system and access to it both are compromised, care for 3. Saini, Radha and Tanay Maiti. “Critical Comment on Depression in
mental health turns even more inaccessible both from caregiver and care Main Caregivers of Dementia Patients: Prevalence and Predictors.”
seeker’s side. Along with the irreparable loss of the very individual, both Advanced Biomedical Research 7 (2018): n. page
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help group, following basic coping strategies, community screening and
periodic monitoring can turn very effective for the vulnerable
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inclusion of the same in the disaster management system will surely
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smoothen the global mental health during similar future emergencies.
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